
These games support your child in progressing from confident 
walking to running with purpose. They will help your child to 

develop core strength and muscle and hone spatial awareness. 

PRODUCTS MOST SUITED TO THIS STAGE:

FIND OUT MOREFIND OUT MORE FIND OUT MORE

TRANSFORM YOUR 
EVERYDAY

We’d love to see a photo  
of you playing  

Traffic Lights Says Go!

Share your pics on social 
#MicroPlayforLife

Here’s a game to help your child develop from

These Play for Life games help to develop decision making and 
communication skills. This will help your child hone specific 
movement skills, required for certain sports and expertise  

at a later stage of development.

STAGE

PURPOSE OF GAME: 

Reaction time, balance, communication skills, 
acceleration/deceleration control, decision making 

HOW TO PLAY:

1. One person designated the Traffic Light holds a 
red flag / scarf / jumper and a green flag / scarf / 
jumper in separate hands.

2. The players line up on scooters, shoulder to shoulder 
and face the Traffic Light from at least six metres 
away.

3. The Traffic Light turns around with their back to 
the scooters, holds up the green flag and shouts, 
“Green Light,” at which point the scooters can move 
forward. But without warning, the Traffic Light can 
hold up the red flag and shout, “Red Light” and whip 
around to face them. Anyone the Traffic Light sees 
moving at this point has to return to the starting line.

4. When a scooter reaches the Traffic Light, the game 
is over, and the person who made it all the way gets 
to be the Traffic Light for the next game.

ONWARDS

TRAFFIC LIGHT
             SAYS GO!

GREEN 
LIGHT!

MICRO 2-IN-1 BALANCE BIKE 2 - 5 YEARS MINI MICRO DELUXE 2 - 5 YEARSMICRO 3-IN-1 DELUXE PUSH ALONG 1 - 5 YEARS

https://www.micro-scooters.co.uk/mini-micro-deluxe-scooter-pink.html
https://www.micro-scooters.co.uk/browse-3in1-scooters
https://www.micro-scooters.co.uk/micro-chopper-balance-bike-aqua.html

